
BIOMETRICS IN BANKING

Money laundering, financial terrorism and fraudulent transactions are at an all-
time high, making customer verification essential to reducing financial risks. At 
the same time, it is important to maintain a positive customer experience for 
those clients who don’t pose a potential risk. In addition, the government is 
holding financial institutions to higher standards than ever before with Know Your 
Customer (KYC) and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) laws, national ID programs 
and other best practice initiatives. 

Biometric authentication is the answer for many financial institutions, ensuring 
a seamless and fast customer experience while reducing the threat of criminal 
activity and exposed personal data.

Read our case study, Banco Supervielle: Biometric Authentication Combines Convenience with Proof of Life 
hid.gl/banco_superveille to learn how HID Global solutions help prevent fraud for Argentina’s financial 
powerhouse. 

For more information on HID Global’s authentication solutions please visit 
www.hidglobal.com/products/readers/single-finger-readers

HID Global digital fingerprint readers are helping banks around the world reduce risk and remain 
compliant through a broad portfolio of products and solutions. Our fingerprint readers are enabling 
safe, secure identity authentication that allows banks to: 
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 � Help eliminate ATM fraud with card-less transactions

 � Reduce internal fraud with an irrefutable audit trail 

 � Integrate biometrics into virtually any application, thanks to a software developer kit with 
flexible APIs

 � Protect consumers with advanced anti-fraud and anti-spoof technology, including liveness 
detection

 � Provide end-to-end encryption and tamper detection

 � Choose from a variety of readers and modules, including silicon, optical and multi-spectral 
imaging (MSI)

 � Reduce maintenance, thanks to a rugged IP 65 platen that increases durability and leads to a 
longer life — especially helpful for financial institutions with remote branches and ATMs

https://www.hidglobal.com/sites/default/files/resource_files/hid-banco-supervielle-cs-en.pdf
https://www.hidglobal.com/products/readers/single-finger-readers

